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The Iowa Atmospheric Observatory: Revealing the Unique Boundary-
Layer Characteristics of a Wind Farm
Abstract
The Iowa Atmospheric Observatory was established to better understand the unique microclimate
characteristics of a wind farm. The facility consists of a pair of 120 m towers identically instrumented to
observe basic landscape-atmosphere interactions in a highly managed agricultural landscape. The towers, one
within and one outside of a utility-scale low-density array wind farm, are equipped to measure vertical profiles
of temperature, wind, moisture, and pressure and can host specialized sensors for a wide range of
environmental conditions. Tower measurements during the 2016 growing season demonstrate the ability to
distinguish microclimate differences created by single or multiple turbines from natural conditions over
homogeneous agricultural fields. Microclimate differences between the two towers are reported as contrasts in
normalized wind speed, normalized turbulence intensity, potential temperature, and water-vapor mixing ratio.
Differences are analyzed according to conditions of no wind farm influence (i.e. no-wake) vs. wind farm
influence (i.e. waked flow) with distance downwind from a single wind turbine or a large group of turbines.
Differences are also determined for more specific atmospheric conditions according to thermal stratification.
Results demonstrate agreement with most, but not all, currently available numerical flow field simulations of
large wind farm arrays and of individual turbines. In particular, the well documented higher night-time surface
temperature in wind farms is examined in vertical profiles that confirm this effect to be a “suppression of
cooling” rather than a warming process. A summary is provided of how the wind-farm boundary layer differs
from the natural boundary layer derived from concurrent measurements over the summer of 2016.
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Abstract 20 
 21 
The Iowa Atmospheric Observatory was established to better understand the 22 
unique microclimate characteristics of a wind farm. The facility consists of a pair of 120 23 
m towers identically instrumented to observe basic landscape-atmosphere interactions in 24 
a highly managed agricultural landscape.  The towers, one within and one outside of a 25 
utility-scale low-density array wind farm, are equipped to measure vertical profiles of 26 
temperature, wind, moisture, and pressure and can host specialized sensors for a wide 27 
range of environmental conditions.  Tower measurements during the 2016 growing 28 
season demonstrate the ability to distinguish microclimate differences created by single 29 
or multiple turbines from natural conditions over homogeneous agricultural fields. 30 
Microclimate differences between the two towers are reported as contrasts in normalized 31 
wind speed, normalized turbulence intensity, potential temperature, and water-vapor 32 
mixing ratio.  Differences are analyzed according to conditions of no wind farm influence 33 
(i.e. no-wake) vs. wind farm influence (i.e. waked flow) with distance downwind from a 34 
single wind turbine or a large group of turbines.  Differences are also determined for 35 
more specific atmospheric conditions according to thermal stratification.  Results 36 
demonstrate agreement with most, but not all, currently available numerical flow field 37 
simulations of large wind farm arrays and of individual turbines.  In particular, the well 38 
documented higher night-time surface temperature in wind farms is examined in vertical 39 
profiles that confirm this effect to be a “suppression of cooling” rather than a warming 40 
process.  A summary is provided of how the wind-farm boundary layer differs from the 41 
natural boundary layer derived from concurrent measurements over the summer of 2016. 42 
 43 
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1.    Introduction  44 
The Iowa Atmospheric Observatory (IAO) was established through collaboration 45 
among Iowa State University, the University of Iowa, and the University of Northern 46 
Iowa to improve understanding of the wind resources and microclimates within utility-47 
scale wind farms in an agricultural region.  The widespread expansion of wind farms in 48 
Iowa is the most recent of a long series of landscape transformations of the Midwest US 49 
since the European settlement began in the early 19th century.   This most recent 50 
transformation, like those before it, is creating measurable changes to local 51 
microclimates.  As the number of wind farms continue to expand, turbines could 52 
influence regional (Vautard et al. 2014) and perhaps even global (Keith et al. 2004; Wang 53 
and Prinn 2010) climate, although a later study suggest the effect is exaggerated (Fitch et 54 
al. 2015). 55 
The landscape of Iowa has undergone major transformations since the European 56 
settlement that began in the early 19th century.  By the early 20th century a majority of the 57 
original marshy, prairie-pothole dominated central and northern region and the rolling hill 58 
areas of the remainder of the state had been drained and converted to farmland (New 59 
York Times, 1910).  The pre-settlement forested area of Iowa, estimated to be about six 60 
million acres, was reduced by half by the end of the 20th century (Gallant et al. 2011). 61 
These changes of the surface and sub-surface hydrology and vegetation have had 62 
profound influences on the exchange of energy, water vapor, and carbon dioxide between 63 
the atmosphere and the surface.  Furthermore, because of the change from largely 64 
perennial vegetation to largely annual vegetation, the linkage between the atmosphere 65 
and the deep soil has been altered. 66 
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In the 21st century, the landscape of Iowa is undergoing another transformation of 67 
land-use from the installation of several thousand wind turbines over agricultural 68 
cropland.  Utility-scale wind farms typically occupy 200-500 km2, or even more, with 69 
100-200 turbines.  These low-density wind farms (distance between turbines generally 70 
greater than 15 D in prevailing wind directions, where D is the turbine rotor diameter, 71 
currently ~80 m) are designed with intent to reduce turbine-turbine interactions.  With 72 
4,145 turbines in Iowa as of 2018, most of which are located within 25 large utility scale 73 
wind farms (>100 MW) of aggregate power capacity of over 5,600 MW, the Iowa land 74 
area influenced by Iowa wind farms has become comparable to the size of its cities or 75 
forests (AWEA, 2018).   The impact from the production of wind energy on the 76 
prevailing land use (intensive agriculture) has not been fully evaluated (Rajewski et al. 77 
2013, 2014). 78 
Wind turbines convert a fraction of the mean kinetic energy flowing through the 79 
wind farm to electrical energy and convert another fraction to turbulence, with the 80 
remainder leaving the wind farm as a reduced amount of kinetic energy (Christiansen and 81 
Hasager 2005; Adams and Keith 2007) .  The reduction in mean kinetic energy (i.e., 82 
mean wind speed) and increase in turbulence downwind of turbines, commonly referred 83 
to as turbine wakes (Högström et al. 1988; Magnusson and Smedman 1999; Hirth and 84 
Schroeder 2013), have a direct influence on the exchange of heat, moisture, and carbon 85 
dioxide in the wind farm (Rajewski et al. 2013, 2014, 2016; Takle 2017) and may create 86 
an aggregate wind farm effect beyond the boundary of the wind farm (Baidya Roy 2011; 87 
Baidya Roy et al. 2004; Keith et al. 2004; Adams and Keith 2007; Rajewski et al. 2013; 88 
Smith et al. 2013; Armstrong et al. 2014). 89 
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The shape, internal characteristics, and downwind extent of wakes are highly 90 
dependent on the thermal stratification of the lowest 200 m of the ambient atmosphere.  91 
Simulations with energy-conserving parameterizations of individual wind turbines and 92 
wind farm wakes reported by Adams and Keith 2007; Fitch 2015; Fitch et al. 2012, 93 
2013a, 2013b; Lu and Porté-Agel 2011; Mirocha et al. 2014; Sescu and Meneaveau 94 
2015) and others have provided additional insight on structure and processes in wind 95 
farms. 96 
In situ measurements of fluxes and near surface temperature and humidity taken 97 
within wind farms report about 0.2-1.0 K higher nighttime temperatures above the 98 
surface (Baidya Roy and Traiteur 2010; Henschen et al. 2011; Rajewski et al. 2013, 2014, 99 
2016; Smith et al. 2013; Takle et al. 2014), a few tenths K higher soil temperatures, and a 100 
few tenths g m-3  lower absolute humidity above the surface (Armstrong et al. 2016).  101 
Satellite measurements over agricultural regions of the Central U.S. (Zhou et al. 2012a, 102 
2012b, 2013; Harris et al. 2014; Slawsky et al. 2015; Xia et al. 2015) also indicate that 103 
surface skin temperatures are 0.3-1.0 K higher at satellite fly-over times deep within and 104 
downwind of utility scale wind farms compared to cropland outside of wind farms.    105 
Turbulence is the fundamental process that regulates fluxes throughout the lower 106 
boundary layer.  These fluxes regulate the interception of light (through plant movement 107 
that illuminates lower leaves) and transport of heat, water, and carbon dioxide within the 108 
crop canopy and drive the biophysical processes that influence vegetative growth, 109 
reproductive development, and overall yield (Campbell and Norman 2000).  Commodity 110 
crops currently grown in the US have been finely tuned for optimal growth and yield in a 111 
specific climate region.   More measurements are needed to characterize the variability of 112 
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microclimate fluxes and turbulence, especially deep within utility scale wind farms that 113 
are co-located with commodity-crop agriculture, roughly 5-15% of the total cropland 114 
acres especially in the state of Iowa (USDA, 2012).  Measurements of the three-115 
dimensional turbulence conditions inside a wind farm with concurrent turbulence 116 
conditions in the nearby natural boundary layer offer a method to clarify the role of wind 117 
farms in modifying wind farm microclimates.   118 
In this report we provide an overview of the characteristics of the boundary layer 119 
that are being created by this new and expanding establishment of large utility-scale wind 120 
farms.  These results provide a delineation of how single and multiple wakes aggregate to 121 
characterize wind and turbulence conditions that define vertical profiles of 122 
meteorological conditions within a wind farm.   123 
 We conceptually summarize in Fig. 1 the impacts on surface microclimate and 124 
boundary layer conditions deep in the wind farm during the day (Fig. 1a) and during the 125 
night (Fig. 1b) from our assessment of microclimate changes in the leading few lines of 126 
turbines (Rajewski et al. 2016) and from recent profiling measurements taken with 127 
unmanned aerial vehicles in the near wake of single turbines (Adkins and Sescu 2017).  128 
We adopt the terminology of Newman et al. (2013) for describing the wind farm 129 
boundary layer by labeling its three sub-layers as the layer swept by the rotor (rotor-130 
swept layer, RSL) and layers below and above the rotor area called the below-rotor layer 131 
(BRL) and the above-rotor layer (ARL), respectively.  In Fig. 1 we note, by use of light 132 
blue-striped bars above and below the single wake boundaries, the effect that multiple 133 
wakes have toward creating an aggregated wind farm boundary layer.   Larger or smaller 134 
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flux departures within the wind farm from fluxes outside the wind farm are indicated with 135 
wide or narrow arrows. 136 
A description of the IAO’s twin-tall tower network and instrumentation is 137 
provided in Section 2.  In Section 3 we characterize the data processing, filtering 138 
procedures, and sorting metrics used to interpret wind farm impacts on the boundary 139 
layer.  Our analyses of the tall towers’ data compare wind, turbulence, temperature, and 140 
humidity conditions both with and without the influence of the wind farm in Section 4.  141 
In Section 5 we summarize and interpret our findings with a table describing how 142 
turbines change individual meteorological variables in the wind farm boundary layer.  143 
We provide overall conclusions and suggestions for future research in Section 6.   144 
 145 
2.    IAO twin tall-tower network 146 
a. Site description 147 
The IAO consists of two 120 m towers denoted by A1, located inside a 200-148 
turbine wind farm in central Iowa, and A2, approximately 22 km to the northwest of A1 149 
and outside of the wind farm (Fig. 2).  Terrain for both sites is flat with about 13 m 150 
higher elevation at A2 vs. A1 (356.6 m vs. 343.8 m).    Within 1 km of A1 the land slopes 151 
gently upward (≤1.0%) to the west, north, northwest, southwest, and south of the tower.  152 
Surrounding A2 slopes within 1 km of the tower are ±0.1% to the northwest, southwest, 153 
south, and west of the tower and -0.3% to the north of the tower.   Both sites feature 154 
slopes of less than ±0.3% at the 4 km distance from each tower for each of the following 155 
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directions ([A1 vs A2] N: <0.1% vs. 0%; S: -0.3% vs. -0.2%; E: <0.1% vs. <0.1%; W: <-156 
0.1% vs. -0.2%). 157 
Both towers are sited in agricultural fields that are planted on a corn/soybean 158 
annual rotation.  In 2016, the first agricultural year the towers were operational, A1 had a 159 
triangular area, defined by the guy wire anchors, of grass around its base within a field of 160 
corn (Zea mays L.).  A2 had soybean (Gylcine max (L.) Merr.)  planted in a ~191 m x 161 
199 m patch around the tower base while the rest of the field was planted with corn.   162 
The nearest public roads are approximately 137 m to the south at A1 and to the 163 
west at A2.  The triangular towers are identical with 0.91 m faces and are oriented with 164 
vertices to the northeast, southeast, and west.  Each site also has a 2.4 m x 3 m x 3.0 m 165 
high shelter located 3 m to the east of the tower base.  The tower base and shelter occupy 166 
part of an 11.3 m x 12.2 m graveled compound area.  A 3.7 m wide gravel road connects 167 
each site to a public road.   168 
b. Instruments 169 
The two towers are instrumented identically at six levels: 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 40 m, 170 
80 m, and 120 m (Fig. 3a).  Each level has one sonic anemometer, two 3-cup 171 
anemometers, two wind vanes, and one temperature/relative humidity probe (with a 172 
duplicate temperature/relative humidity probe at 120 m).  In addition, barometers are 173 
located at 10 and 80 m.  See Fig. 3b for instrument and mounting specifications for each 174 
sensor.  The identical cup anemometers and wind vanes are mounted on the west-175 
northwest (WNW) and south (S) booms with a temperature/relative humidity probe also 176 
located on the WNW boom.  The sonic anemometers are mounted at the end of the west-177 
southwest (WSW) pointing booms, and are oriented with sensor arms pointing due west 178 
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(270°).  This allows for the least amount of tower influence in the data as the prevailing 179 
winds are from the northwest in the winter and south to southeast in the summer in this 180 
region.   181 
c. Data collection 182 
The sonic anemometers measure three-dimensional wind speed and virtual 183 
temperature.  Additional sensors report 1-Hz measurements of wind speed, wind 184 
direction, air temperature, relative humidity, and air pressure.  Raw data are sent in 10 185 
min files on a 10 min delay so that there is, at most, a 12 min real-time data delay from 186 
either site to the server on the Iowa State University campus.   Microclimate differences 187 
between the towers are evaluated from measurements taken from 5 min averages of the 188 
slow-rate (1-Hz) measurements during 10 June to 30 September 2016. Data from the 189 
sonic anemometers were not available at both towers until 30 November 2016.  All data 190 
are archived at the Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM 2017: 191 
http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/projects/iao/) 192 
3.    Data metrics and analysis methods 193 
a. Measurement quality control methods 194 
1)  PRECIPITATION PERIODS AND TURBINE OPERATION  195 
For analyses reported herein we removed periods of rain (identified by radar), for 196 
quality control of the data which eliminates ~10% of the total observations. As we 197 
assume that wakes from the wind farm will not influence measurements at A2 for the 198 
directional window of 165°-338°, we determined periods when turbines were on or off 199 
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from the 80 m ambient hub-height wind speed (UH) on the WNW boom at A2.   We 200 
define wind farm operation as ON when UH ≥ 3.5 m s-1 and OFF when UH < 3.5 m s-1 or 201 
UH > 20.0 m s
-1.  These upper and lower thresholds approximate the cut-in and cut-out 202 
speeds, respectively, from the GE 1.5 XLE turbines installed in the wind farm (GE 203 
Energy 2009).  We recognize nacelle speeds would be a better indicator of when turbines 204 
were ON or OFF but these data were not available.  205 
 206 
2)  DESIGNATION OF TOWER WAKE  207 
We determined the influence of the tower cross section on measurements from the 208 
WNW and S booms by comparing the turbulence intensity ( 1 UTI U ) of wind speed 209 
at the 80 m level (McCaffrey et al. 2017).  We use a 5° directional bin with staggering of 210 
±2.5° of each bin from the WNW boom wind vane to determine the directional window 211 
for the wake of the tower on each boom.  We consider the tower wake to be affecting the 212 
WNW and S booms when the speed difference between the two boom measurements is 213 
>±5% and the TI >±5% (Fig. 4).  Measurements from 165° to 338° are not influenced by 214 
the tower wake for either boom.  Therefore, we further divide this region into additional 215 
categories of no turbine influence (e.g. No-Wake) and turbine influence (discussed in 216 
section 3b).   We use measurements from the WNW boom to provide a complete profile 217 
of wind speed from both towers because data were missing from the A2 S boom at the 10 218 
m and 120 m levels for a substantial portion of the analysis period. 219 
b. Turbine/wind farm wake attribution 220 
We define directional categories relating to downwind distance from a single 221 
turbine or multiple turbines within the northwest portion of the 200-turbine wind farm as 222 
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indicated in Fig. 5.  We determine bulk averages of the wind farm by considering each 223 
observation from 302o-338o to be a member of the bulk wake category describing flow 224 
downwind of 50+ turbines to the northwest of tower A1.  We also specify a category for 225 
the single wakes to include three leading-edge turbines about 1 km to the south-southwest 226 
of A1, which have no turbines beyond them in this direction (173 o – 215 o).  We use data 227 
from southwest, west, and west-northwest of the A1 tower, with the exceptions of small 228 
sectors containing non-windfarm turbines, to define the natural boundary layer for this 229 
tower. The region for no influence of the wind farm (i.e. “No-Wake” category) is 230 
determined by the wind direction sectors from 215°-218° and from 229°-258°. 231 
We apply a 5° wake expansion factor from each leading turbine or groups of 232 
turbines to determine the relevant wake angles as described by Barthelmie et al. (2009) 233 
and adopted in subsequent wake analysis techniques for measurements taken during 234 
CWEX (Takle et al. 2014; Rajewski et al. 2013, 2014, 2016).  Wake angles and distances 235 
from each grouping of turbines are determined from Google Earth and then proscribed on 236 
ArcGIS (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2016) to generate a wake attribution 237 
diagram as in Fig. 5.  In addition to the wake attribution from turbines, we also designate 238 
the tower-waked area that was previously described in Section 3a. 239 
c. Derived variables and bin categories 240 
We calculate the 40 m to 5 m Richardson number from measurements of wind 241 
speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and air pressure at A2 to relate the ambient 242 
thermal stratification to the variability of wake impacts on microclimate.  We interpolate 243 
pressure measurements between 10 m and 80 m to determine pressure at 40 m and 5 m 244 
using the hypsometric equation (Wallace and Hobbs 1977): 245 
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      (1) 246 
where Rd is the gas constant for dry air, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Tv is the 247 
mean virtual temperature of the layer between z2 and z1.  Virtual temperature is 248 
approximated at each tower level for unsaturated humidity conditions according to 249 
Rogers and Yau (1996) as: 250 
      (2) 251 
where rv is the mixing ratio calculated from the temperature and relative humidity 252 
measurements at each tower level.  We reference the virtual potential temperature by the 253 
lowest tower measurement at 5 m, instead of the commonly used reference to p0 (100 254 
kPa), as: 255 
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where =0.287 and represents the Poisson constant (AMS, 2012). 257 
The gradient Richardson number is then calculated from the 40 m to 5 m 258 
differences in virtual potential temperature and the 40 m to 5 m difference in wind speed 259 
(Stull 1988):       260 
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Categories of stability are adapted from Stull (1988) for very unstable [vu]: (Ri<-262 
1.0), unstable [u]: (-1.0≤Ri<-0.25), weakly unstable [wu]: (-0.25≤Ri<-0.05), near-neutral 263 
[n]: (|Ri|≤0.05), weakly stable [ws]: (0.05<Ri≤0.25), stable [s]: (0.25<Ri≤1.0), and very 264 
stable [vs]: (Ri>1.0) conditions.  The number of observations for each wake attribution 265 
category and stratification category is indicated in Table 1.  We distinguish natural 266 
variability “No-Wake” conditions from wind farm “Wake” conditions by tower 267 
differences (A1-A2) from 5 m and r5 m and normalized tower differences (A1-A2)/A2 for 268 
normalized wind speed (U/U120 m A2) and normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m 269 
A2). 270 
d. Surface condition bias correction 271 
We consider the A2 tower outside the wind farm (Fig. 5) to be our best 272 
representation of natural conditions, and therefore refer to it as the “reference tower”.  If 273 
the surface was perfectly homogeneous (no terrain and uniform crops), measurements 274 
taken from a precisely defined southwest sector from tower A1 located within the wind 275 
farm, as previously described when no synoptic differences existed, would offer a set of 276 
concurrent observations of the natural boundary layer in the region. We use these A1 277 
tower data to assess biases and natural variability (for this direction sector) of 278 
measurements from the reference tower.  Wind speed and turbulence intensity profiles 279 
from this sector will be impacted by upwind terrain, surface roughness, and displacement 280 
height that are slightly different for the two towers.  For towers A1 and A2, we 281 
determined roughness (zo) to be 0.17 m and 0.10 m, respectively, and displacement (d) to 282 
be 0.65 m and 1.49 m, respectively, from a log-displacement fit comparing theoretical 283 
and measured normalized wind speed profiles (U/U120 m A2) in neutral flow (|Ri|≤0.01).  284 
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The theoretical profiles for each tower are determined from a neutral flow bin-averaged 285 
zo, calculated from a linear fit of wind speed and height profiles such that: 286 
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Similarly, we represent normalized turbulence intensity with the assumption 288 
*5.2 uU   for neutral conditions (Counihan 1975, Frandsen 2007, Gualtieri 2015) such 289 
that: 290 
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The theoretical profiles do not agree as well with measured profiles for turbulence 295 
intensity as they do for wind speed.  Use of a 1/7 power law (Hui et al. 2009, Gualtieri 296 
2015), rather than the log function, did not improve the fit for near-neutral conditions, so 297 
we retain the log-displacement law profile fit (valid during neutral conditions) for 298 
turbulence intensity in our remaining analyses.   299 
We refer to the A1-A2 differences in the normalized wind speed (U/U120 m A2 300 
[zo,d]) and normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m A2 [zo,d]) profiles, determined 301 
from the roughness and displacement heights of both towers, and as the “surface 302 
condition bias” arising from the contrast in crops near the two towers in this particular 303 
growing season.  It is likely that modest terrain influence from west of A1 may contribute 304 
to uncertainty in this comparison, and this uncertainty may be stability dependent.  305 
Fortunately, flows from prevailing directions (generally S-SE and NW) encounter very 306 
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little difference in terrain, the overall difference in elevation between the towers being 307 
only 13 m over a distance of 22 km (0.06%).  308 
Theoretical profiles for potential temperature calculated according to a log-309 
displacement law (e.g. Campbell and Norman 2000) are inadequate to represent the 310 
natural variability between the two tower sites.  We will focus only on measured tower 311 
differences in  and r in our remaining analyses of the natural and wind farm boundary 312 
layers.  In our evaluation of differences within the wind farm boundary layer, we isolate 313 
the effect of turbines by removing the surface condition bias from the measured 314 
differences as described in Section 4c.   315 
 316 
4.    Results 317 
We first describe the characteristics of the natural boundary layer from tower 318 
measurements in the vicinity of the wind farm as a point of departure for assessing the 319 
changes created by turbines (Section a).  Tower profiles of concurrent differences for 320 
neutral and non-neutral flow in Section b provide metrics of natural uncertainty.  Profiles 321 
in Section c for directions of single wakes and bulk wakes reveal isolated and aggregated 322 
impacts of wind turbines. 323 
a. Vertical profiles of the natural boundary layer  324 
We first examine stability-dependent vertical profiles of wind speed, turbulence 325 
intensity, potential temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio from A2 for the condition 326 
of no turbine influence, starting with the neutral conditions.  327 
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  Wind speed and turbulence intensity at 120 m and potential temperature and 328 
mixing ratio at 5 m will be used as reference values for normalizing differences between 329 
the two sites under neutral conditions (Table 2).  Over the period of record, neutral wind 330 
speed is higher by about 0.6 ±1.6 m s-1 at A2 (outside the wind farm), while mixing ratio 331 
is higher by 0.34 ±1.1 g kg-1.  By removing the surface condition bias determined in 332 
Section 3d, we can look for other biases in wind speed and turbulence intensity.  333 
Differences (A1-A2) in profiles of neutral wind speeds normalized by the 120 m wind 334 
speed at the reference tower (Fig. 6a) indicate that, for two classes of neutral flow (|Ri|≤ 335 
0.01 and |Ri|≤0.05), the vertical profiles of wind speed lie very close to the difference 336 
profile corrected for surface condition bias (dashed profile).  The separation between the 337 
dashed curve (U/U120 m A2 [zo,d]) and the actual measured difference (U/U120 m A2 338 
[meas.]) represents the unexplained normalized biases between the measurements on the 339 
two towers, which are 2-3% of the normalizing wind speed, compared to the 4-7% 340 
negative bias at tower A1 due to the surface condition.  341 
 For the turbulence intensity (Fig. 6b), the surface condition bias (TI/TI120 m A2 342 
[zo,d]) at A1 is 8–19% of the 120 m TI, leaving unexplained biases of about 0-22%.  343 
Surface condition bias does not apply to potential temperature or mixing ratio (Fig. 6c-d).   344 
Instead, other land management and soil factors not quantified in our measurements are 345 
responsible for a potential temperature bias at A1 of -0.16 to -0.21 K (except for an 346 
anomalous extra -0.22 K bias at 20 m) and a mixing ratio bias of -0.08 to 0.35 g kg-1.  347 
Comparison of the two ranges of Ri show that the wider window around zero of |Ri|≤0.05 348 
(which allows for 106 more observations) reduces the biases between the towers.  349 
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Various tests on the temperature data from the 20 m level have so far failed to expose any 350 
explanation other than that the sensor evidently has a negative bias of 0.2-0.3 K.  351 
b. Uncertainty in the natural boundary layer for non-neutral stratification 352 
Comparison of data when neither tower is influenced by turbines (Fig. 7) revealed 353 
that profiles for all stabilities have wind speeds (Fig. 7a) exceeding the profile attributed 354 
to the surface condition bias, U/U120 m A2 [zo,d], (dashed line).  This exceedance 355 
increases systematically for more extreme departures from neutral, with the very stable 356 
condition creating a jet-like structure with maximum speed increase of over 45% at 40 m.  357 
We attribute this anomaly to the slight ridge of terrain 6 m higher than the elevation at 358 
base of the A1 tower in a 2.5 km wide by 2.0 km long strip from west-northwest to 359 
southwest at a distance of about 1 km from the tower.  Turbulence intensity (Fig. 7b) 360 
reaches a peak in the region of highest wind speed gradient, as expected.  It is noteworthy 361 
that the TI is enhanced substantially for the stable profiles while being little affected for 362 
even the most extreme unstable profile. 363 
The potential temperature profiles (Fig. 7c) follow the expected departures from 364 
neutral except for the anomalously low temperatures reported by the 20 m sensor at the 365 
A1 tower previously discussed.  The mixing ratio difference profiles (Fig. 7d) have more 366 
complicated dependence on stability but generally decrease with height, indicating a 367 
general tendency for lower humidity at the surface but higher humidity at upper levels at 368 
the A1 tower when compared to the A2 tower. Non-neutral stabilities show drier 369 
conditions throughout the profile by up to 0.3 g kg-1.  We have no specific explanations 370 
for these changes with height and differences between towers, but provide these as a 371 
background upon which the turbines may have an influence. 372 
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c.  Wind farm wake characteristics 373 
We illustrate a “bulk” or aggregate impact of wakes from about 50 turbines 374 
distributed from 2 to 14 km from the A1 tower in the prevailing northwest direction.  For 375 
southerly winds, a windward-edge line of turbines 14.3 D to the south of tower A1 376 
provide the data for ‘Single Wakes’ (Fig. 5). The surface-condition bias-corrected 377 
differences (U/U120 m A2 [meas.] -U/U120 m A2 [zo,d])  are plotted for two near-neutral 378 
stability windows to provide a measure of uncertainty of stability categorization (Fig. 8a).  379 
In the following analysis we use the |Ri|≤0.05 window for comparison to non-neutral 380 
conditions.  Wind speed enhancements of 6 % in the lowest 20 m for bulk wakes stand 381 
out as a departure from no-wake (A2 tower) conditions.   Nearly no enhancement near the 382 
surface is revealed for single wakes, and single wakes have a maximum decrease at hub 383 
height of 4%. 384 
Surface-bias corrected turbulence intensity (Fig. 8b) is reduced substantially near 385 
the surface, moreso for the bulk wake condition (58%) than for single wakes (25%).  It 386 
may seem counter-intuitive that within turbine wakes TI decreases as wind speed 387 
increases.  However, we note that the data of Fig. 8a, taken together with the normal 388 
logarithmic increase with height of wind speed in neutral conditions, means that the wind 389 
speed becomes more uniform with height (less wind shear) near the surface and hence 390 
there is less mechanical turbulence.  Turbines increase the turbulence intensity above 40 391 
m to a maximum (20%) at hub height for single wakes, which is consistent with the 392 
findings of Porté-Agel et al. (2011) and Abkar and Porté-Agel (2015) but a continued 393 
level of 15% higher than the no-turbine boundary layer for the bulk wakes, suggesting 394 
that both single and bulk wakes have a strong interaction with the layer above our 120 m 395 
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A1 tower.   Temperatures (Fig. 8c) are uniformly higher (~0.4 K) at all heights leeward 396 
for bulk wakes whereas single turbines have a very weak enhancement.  The elevated 397 
temperatures detected in our profile are also in agreement with numerical 398 
parameterization of wind farms (e.g. Calaf et al. 2011), although comparisons are limited 399 
in other neutral boundary layer simulations because temperature changes were not 400 
reported.  Mixing ratio profiles (Fig. 8d) within bulk wakes show similar vertical change 401 
as the natural boundary layer, with slightly drier conditions for single wakes. 402 
Thermodynamically unstable conditions create high turbulence due to convection, 403 
while neutral stability often is associated with moderate and high winds that create high 404 
turbulence due to mechanical mixing in high shear layers. In unstable conditions (figure 405 
not shown) profiles are quite similar to the near-neutral results shown in Fig. 8, except 406 
the magnitudes are larger for wind speed and lower for turbulence intensity: single 407 
turbines decrease winds above 20 m by 5% while bulk wake conditions increase winds in 408 
the lowest 20 m by 4-9% and profiles for turbulence intensity are about half those for 409 
neutral conditions.  Potential temperature and mixing ratio show patterns similar to the 410 
neutral conditions shown in Fig. 8. Our measurements indicate similar near-surface, and 411 
rotor layer positive temperature departures from the natural boundary layer reported in 412 
wind tunnel simulations of a single turbine (Hancock and Zhang 2015) or a small array of 413 
turbines (Hancock and Farr 2014) and in large eddy numerical simulations of wind farms 414 
(Lu and Porté-Agel 2015; Sharma et al. 2016).  This is in contrast to slightly lower 415 
temperatures in the infinite wind farm wake reported from single column models (Sescu 416 
and Meneveau 2015) and from a wind tunnel simulation in the near wake (2-3D) of a 417 
single turbine (Zhang et al. 2013).   418 
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We attribute our small differences in moisture from the ambient profile to the 419 
possibility of wake meandering during unstable stratification.  Unlike a snapshot 420 
detection of a wake meander as in numerical simulations of single wakes (Machefaux et 421 
al. 2016; Keck et al. 2014a), our composites represent a spatiotemporal average of each 422 
wake category. 423 
It is well known from modeling studies (Chamorro and Porté-Agel 2010; Hansen 424 
et al. 2012; Odemark 2012; Iungo and Porté-Agel 2014; Keck et al. 2014b; Abkar and 425 
Porté-Agel 2015; Abkar et al. 2016; Larsen et al. 2015; Machefaux et al. 2016, 426 
Vandewende et al. 2016, Lee et al. 2017a, 2017b) and observations (Hirth and Schroeder, 427 
2013; Rajewski et al. 2013, 2016; Rhodes and Lundquist 2013; Smith et al. 2013; 428 
Lundquist et al. 2014, Bodini et al. 2017)  that wakes with reduced mean wind speed 429 
persist long distances downwind of turbines under stable conditions, although field 430 
measurements of aggregate wakes of wind farms are sparse. The bulk effect of multiple 431 
turbines in weakly stable conditions (Fig 9a) is to enhance near surface winds by up to 432 
10% and decrease winds by 7-12% in the wake region at and above 80 m compared to 433 
no-wake conditions.  For strong stratification there is a much shallower layer of weaker 434 
surface speed up.  Single turbines have lower speed-up near the surface and slightly 435 
larger speed reduction above 20 m.  Strong stratification in Fig. 9b gives less near surface 436 
speed-up for multiple turbines than weak stratification, and single turbines have up to 437 
20% decrease in wind speed above 40 m.   438 
Turbulence intensity varied from being lower by 55% in the surface layer in 439 
neutral flow (Fig. 8b) to as much as 140% higher under strong stability (Fig. 9d). In the 440 
rotor layer turbulence intensities are 15-20 % higher in neutral flow but 40-160 % higher 441 
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under weak and strong stabilization for both single and bulk wakes, moreso for low Ri 442 
(Fig. 9c) than high Ri (Fig. 9d).  TI may reach 120 – 200% of no-wake conditions at 80 m 443 
(Fig. 9c).  High TI at the 120 m level, especially for weakly stable conditions, suggests a 444 
strong interaction with the layer above our 120 m A1 tower.   445 
Under near-neutral conditions for bulk wakes, the potential temperature at A1 446 
revealed a uniformly higher value at all levels, with a difference of about 0.4 K.  Bulk 447 
wakes weaken thermal stabilization (Fig. 9e) by warming (or, more precisely, preventing 448 
the cooling of) the surface by about 0.7 K under weakly stable conditions and less for 449 
strong stability (Fig. 9f).  Single wakes have the same height dependence as bulk wakes 450 
but half the magnitude.  Our measurements indicate slightly lower temperatures above 451 
hub height in single wakes, which is consistent with numerical simulations of single 452 
wakes (Xie and Archer 2017) and of large wind farms (Lu and Porté-Agel 2011; Fitch et 453 
al. 2013a; Dörenkämper et al. 2015).   Additional study is needed to explain the higher 454 
temperatures throughout our measured 120 m profile in bulk wakes. 455 
Mixing ratio showed essentially no difference inside and outside the wind farm 456 
for neutral conditions.  However, Fig. 9g indicates the wind farm has a higher moisture 457 
condition, increasing with height for weak stable stratification, suggesting that dew 458 
formation has been suppressed.  For strong stability (Fig. 9h and Fig. 7d) the available 459 
data (note that the number of data points is low for this category) suggest a sharp deficit 460 
in humidity at 20 m and below, with nearly as strong of an increase at 120 m for the bulk 461 
wake condition.  This feature was not evident for the single wake profiles.   Numerical 462 
simulations of large wind farms report a similar pattern of lowering of surface humidity 463 
and increasing the humidity above hub height for low wind speeds (Waggy et al. 2015; El 464 
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Fajri 2016) but this dipole is also observed from profile measurements taken within the 465 
near wake (<2 D) of a single turbine (Adkins and Sescu 2017) and from multiple ground-466 
level measurements in a wind farm (Armstrong et al. 2016).  We also observe lower 467 
surface moisture within bulk wakes for low hub-height wind speeds (figure not shown) 468 
and, given the potential agricultural significance, consider it a factor needing further 469 
research. 470 
 471 
5. Discussion 472 
The overall effects of wind farms on microclimate conditions are summarized 473 
qualitatively in Fig. 10.  We return to our conventions from Fig. 1 of defining the below 474 
rotor layer as the 0-40 m layer underneath the rotor-swept layer (RSL).  In the RSL 475 
turbines are in direct contact with the 40 m to 120 m boundary layer.  We indicate a 476 
return to natural boundary layer conditions with the use of a horizontal double-sided 477 
brown arrow, whereas wind farm effect is denoted with an upward red arrow for an 478 
increase or a downward blue arrow for a decrease.  Wakes are most evident in the RSL of 479 
a single wake and at nighttime when thermal stratification suppresses turbulent mixing of 480 
the natural boundary layer turbulence into the wind farm boundary layer turbulence.  Our 481 
measurements indicate the highest turbulence and speed reduction within single wakes 482 
rather than bulk wakes because wake dissipation is lower within single wakes than within 483 
bulk wakes.   In the daytime, single wakes generally do not intersect the surface 484 
(Rajewski et al. 2013; Takle et al. 2014), whereas the bulk wake does make contact with 485 
the lowest tower heights.  At night, turbulence intensity in the BRL is weakly coupled to 486 
the RSL in the natural boundary layer.  Therefore, the turbulence intensity of bulk wakes 487 
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near the surface is of similar magnitude as for conditions outside of the wind farm.  488 
Within single wakes, turbulence intensity is also decoupled between the BRL and RSL 489 
but the speed profile is less changed near the surface than in the rotor layer.     490 
The data suggest that single wakes reduce daytime humidity both near the surface 491 
and in the RSL, whereas bulk wakes possess moisture near to that of the natural boundary 492 
layer.   At night, single wakes move surface moisture from the BRL into the RSL causing 493 
a lower BRL humidity and a higher RSL humidity.   Additional work is needed to 494 
address the specific mechanisms that modify moisture within wind farms. 495 
The bulk wake effects on profiles for weakly stable conditions suggest that these 496 
ambient conditions are most vulnerable to turbine influence on thermal stratification.  497 
The data of Fig. 9e indicate that the effect of both individual turbines and of many 498 
turbines is to create a higher temperature within the wind farm than is observed beyond 499 
the wind farm boundary.  This should not be physically considered heating but rather 500 
“suppression of surface stabilization of near-surface air through forced downward mixing 501 
of warm air and reduction of the cooling rate of the radiating surface temperature” (Fig. 502 
9e).  Enhanced mixing of air in the rotor layer and below leads to a downward heat flux 503 
that partially replenishes surface energy radiated to space under stable (nighttime) 504 
conditions.  This difference in the stratification from measured values at tower A2 is 505 
associated with enhanced wind-farm wind speed at levels below 40 m above natural 506 
conditions (Fig. 9a) and suppresses onset of the low-level jet above 40 m, thereby 507 
allowing high turbulence (Fig. 9c) through the entire 120 m depth of the wind farm 508 
boundary layer.  This is true for both single wakes (with maximum at hub height) and 509 
bulk wakes. 510 
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The suppression of natural cooling of the surface in wind farms has an 511 
agricultural significance.  High nighttime temperatures during the pollination and grain-512 
filling periods are known to reduce yields of corn (Peters et al. 1971; Badu-Apraku et al. 513 
1983; Cantarero et al. 1999; Elmore 2010; DuPont Pioneer 2018).  The rise of nighttime 514 
temperatures due to climate change (Hatfield et al. 2014) has been cited as a potential 515 
limiting factor for much of the U. S. Midwest.  In some years the suppression of 516 
nighttime cooling due to wind farms might be 1.2 K (0.7 K mean from Fig. 9 plus one 517 
standard deviation, not shown, of 0.5 K) during the reproductive period for corn, which 518 
would add to the adverse effect of climate change in the U. S. Midwest (Zhou et al. 519 
2012b).    520 
We recognize that there are many limitations of this description of this wind farm 521 
microclimate.  First, although the region is quite flat, small-scale terrain features, together 522 
with soil heterogeneities, contribute uncertainty not captured by our use of only two 523 
identical towers.  We are able to sample only a limited sector of wind directions to 524 
establish the wind farm scale uncertainty of the natural boundary layer.  Second, our data 525 
are limited to 1-Hz resolution and do not fully capture the changes to directly measured 526 
fluxes and turbulence to fully describe microclimate conditions.  Vertical profiles of 527 
turbulence and fluxes will be described in future reports.  Third, heterogeneity in crop 528 
type and seasonal changes in crop phenology influence interactions with turbines from 529 
season to season and year to year.  Fourth, uncertainty measures, such as error bars of one 530 
standard deviation, would indicate that there is too much uncertainty to support some of 531 
our conclusions.  However, we note that numerous figures (e.g., Fig. 8) show profiles of 532 
mean values having expected dependence on stability and height. 533 
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Results from our low-density wind farm with irregularly spaced wind turbines, all 534 
having the same hub height, may not be applicable to high-density wind farms, with 535 
regular or irregular arrays, and wind farms with more terrain or landscape heterogeneity, 536 
different soils, or agricultural management practices. Despite these limitations we assert 537 
that the summary in Fig. 10 provides a basis for understanding the unique boundary layer 538 
of a low-density utility scale wind farm.  539 
 540 
6. Conclusions 541 
We compare microclimate conditions in the lowest 120 m of the atmospheric 542 
boundary layer at two locations separated by 22 km in an intensively managed 543 
agricultural landscape.  Locations of the towers allow us to determine spatial variability 544 
of the natural boundary layer as well as (from data for carefully selected wind directions) 545 
the aggregate influence of ~ 50 turbines in contrast to a single line of windward-edge 546 
turbines of a wind farm having a low-density distribution of turbines.  Our results show 547 
how this twin-tower observatory adds a third dimension to our understanding of the wind 548 
farm boundary layer that affects crops and natural ecosystems.  Furthermore, from Fig. 549 
10 it is evident that conditions leeward of a single turbine and at different elevations can 550 
differ substantially from conditions observed leeward of multiple turbines where the flow 551 
is aggregated to create a bulk effect.  Therefore, caution must be exercised in 552 
extrapolating measurements behind a single turbine to represent the wind farm boundary 553 
layer. 554 
Future reports will continue analysis and interpretation of past and future data 555 
from this continuously operating tower network.  Our future analysis also will include 556 
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results from sonic anemometers on the towers as well as a shorter tower with a high 557 
vertical density of sonic anemometers and gas analyzers for measuring very near-surface 558 
turbulent fluxes.  Data retrieval beyond 120 m will also be provided by an operational 559 
sodar starting in spring 2018. 560 
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Tables 852 
TABLE 1. Number of observations from single wake, bulk wake and no-wake sectors and stability categories determined from the 80 853 
m wind direction and the 5 m-40 m layer Richardson number at A2.  Observations with higher uncertainty due to low sample size 854 
(<20 observations) are denoted in italics and not used in the analysis. 855 
 856 
Wake 
category  Wind farm Wind direction  Stability:       
  status bin (°)   stable   neutral neutral   unstable   
      vs s ws  n (|Ri|≤0.05) n (|Ri|≤0.01) wu u vu 
No-Wake ON/OFF 215-218, 229-258 51 177 283 137 31 152 226 137 
No-Wake ON 215-218, 229-258 8 143 266 121 27 136 169 40 
Single Wakes ON 173-215 32 284 2346 1451 274 971 405 43 
Bulk Wakes ON 302-338 7 91 612 360 83 420 264 24 
 857 
 858 
 859 
 860 
40 
TABLE 2. Means () and standard deviations () of reference variables of the natural boundary layer at the A2 and A1 towers and the 861 
difference between A1 and A2 for 120 m wind speed, 120 m turbulence intensity, 5 m potential temperature, and 5 m mixing ratio for 862 
neutral conditions (|Ri|≤0.01). The absolute difference (bottom line) reveals that the A2 tower has a relative bias of -9, 10, -0.1, and 863 
2% for the mean 120 m wind speed, 120 m turbulence intensity, 5 m potential temperature, and 5 m mixing ratio, respectively. 864 
 U120 m  TI120 m  5 m  r5 m  
  (m s-1)  (m s-1)    (K)  (K)  (g kg-1)  (g kg-1) 
A2  6.83 2.32 0.091 0.036 300.69  4.45 15.48  3.60 
A1  6.25 2.78 0.101 0.047 300.47  4.55 15.82  3.12 
A1-A2 -0.59 1.61 0.010 0.061    -0.22 -0.41  -0.34 1.05 
 865 
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Figure Caption List 866 
FIG. 1. Conceptualization of wind farm modification of surface and boundary layer 867 
microclimate for (a) daytime/unstable conditions and for (b) nighttime/stable conditions 868 
based on available field measurements, wind tunnel measurements, and numerical 869 
simulations.  Wider arrows denote larger values in heat (red) and water vapor (blue) 870 
fluxes and narrower arrows denote smaller values in fluxes.  Double-headed arrows 871 
denote fluxes could be either direction, zero, or unknown.  Scales of turbulence are 872 
denoted by light blue swirls, with the top portion of the largest daytime eddy having a 873 
dashed line to infer boundary layer depth of several hundreds of meters or a few 874 
kilometers above the wind farm boundary layer. 875 
 876 
FIG. 2. Site comparison of identically configured tall towers:  A1 located within the 200-877 
turbine wind farm (a) vs. A2 located 6.9 km outside of the wind farm at a distance of 22 878 
km from A1 (b).  Photo source:  Iowa NAIP 2017 Orthophotos. USDA-FS-APFO Aerial 879 
Photography Field Office Image created from the Iowa State University GIS Facility 880 
Iowa Geographic Map Server available at:  881 
https://isugisf.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?). 882 
 883 
FIG. 3.   Conceptual layout of (a) vertical locations of instruments on each identically 884 
configured tall tower and (b) tower cross-section diagram of boom orientation, length, 885 
and placement of instruments on each tower.   886 
 887 
42 
FIG. 4.   Detection of tower wake from (a) normalized speed ratios from the WNW and S 888 
booms and (b) normalized turbulence intensity ratios from the WNW and S booms.  889 
Reference wind direction is taken from 80 m wind speed at A2 (tower outside of the wind 890 
farm).   891 
 892 
FIG. 5. Wind-farm wake sectors for the A1 and A2 tall towers. Categories are for (i) 893 
wakes from the leading-edge turbines (south winds) <2km to the south of A1, “Single 894 
Wakes”, (ii) wakes from a composite of 50 turbines 2 to 14 km to the northwest of A1 895 
designated as “Bulk Wakes”, (iii) un-waked flow “No-Wake”, and (iv) sector from which 896 
the meteorological tower wake may be influencing measurements, identified in Fig. 5 as 897 
“Tower wake area”.  898 
 899 
FIG. 6. Measured A1-A2 differences of the natural boundary layer vertical profiles for 900 
periods of no turbine or no wind-farm influence (i.e. No-Wake) under neutral 901 
stratification (|Ri|≤0.05 and |Ri|≤0.01) for (a) normalized horizontal wind speed (U/U120 902 
m), (b) normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), (c) potential temperature (), and 903 
(d) mixing ratio (r).  The estimated surface condition bias is plotted for normalized wind 904 
speed and normalized turbulence intensity in panels (a) and (b).  Error bars indicate the 905 
standard deviation of the differences. 906 
 907 
FIG. 7. Measured A1-A2 (no-bias correction) differences of the natural boundary layer 908 
vertical profiles for periods of no turbine or no wind-farm influence (i.e. No-Wake) 909 
under non-neutral stratification for (a) normalized horizontal wind speed (U/U120 m), (b) 910 
43 
normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), (c) potential temperature (), and (d) 911 
mixing ratio (r).  Neutral flow biases from Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b are added to panels (a) 912 
and (b) for comparison. 913 
 914 
FIG. 8. Measured difference departures from the surface condition bias of vertical profiles 915 
between the wind-farm (A1) and outside the wind farm (A2) locations during neutral 916 
stability conditions of Single Wakes (|Ri|≤0.05), Bulk Wakes (|Ri|≤0.05), and No-Wake 917 
categories (|Ri|≤0.05 and |Ri|≤0.01) when turbines are ON for (a) normalized wind speed 918 
(U/U120 m), (b) normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m),  (c) potential temperature 919 
(), and (d) mixing ratio (r). 920 
 921 
FIG. 9. Measured difference departures from the surface-condition bias of vertical profiles 922 
between the wind-farm (A1) and no-wind farm (A2) locations during conditions of Single 923 
Wakes, Bulk Wakes, and No-Wake categories when turbines are ON for normalized wind 924 
speed (U/U120 m), normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), potential temperature 925 
(), and mixing ratio (r) (a), (c), (e), (g) weakly stable stratification (0.05<Ri≤0.25); 926 
and (b), (d), (f), (h) stable stratification (0.25<Ri≤1.0). 927 
 928 
FIG. 10. Summary of wake influences within the below-rotor layer (BRL) and rotor-swept 929 
layer (RSL) of single wakes and bulk wakes for typical neutral, unstable, and stable 930 
conditions.  Brown two sided arrows denote no change of differences from no-wake 931 
conditions, red upward arrows denote a positive effect by turbines, and blue downward 932 
44 
arrows denote a negative effect by turbines.  Thicker bolder outlining of arrows denotes a 933 
stronger difference. 934 
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Figures 957 
 958 
FIG. 1. Conceptualization of wind farm modification of surface and boundary layer 959 
microclimate for (a) daytime/unstable conditions and for (b) nighttime/stable conditions 960 
based on available field measurements, wind tunnel measurements, and numerical 961 
simulations.  Wider arrows denote larger values in heat (red) and water vapor (blue) 962 
46 
fluxes and narrower arrows denote smaller values in fluxes. Double-headed arrows 963 
denote fluxes could be either direction, zero, or unknown.  Scales of turbulence are 964 
denoted by light blue swirls, with the top portion of the largest daytime eddy having a 965 
dashed line to infer boundary layer depth of several hundreds of meters or a few 966 
kilometers above the wind farm boundary layer.  967 
47 
 968 
48 
FIG. 2. Site comparison of identically configured tall towers:  A1 located within the 200-969 
turbine wind farm (a) vs. A2 located 6.9 km outside of the wind farm at a distance of 22 970 
km from A1 (b).  Photo source:  Iowa NAIP 2017 Orthophotos. USDA-FS-APFO Aerial 971 
Photography Field Office Image created from the Iowa State University GIS Facility 972 
Iowa Geographic Map Server available at:  973 
https://isugisf.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?). 974 
 975 
49 
 976 
50 
FIG. 3.   Conceptual layout of (a) vertical locations of instruments on each identically 977 
configured tall tower and (b) tower cross-section diagram of boom orientation, length, 978 
and placement of instruments on each tower.   979 
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 989 
FIG. 4.   Detection of tower wake from (a) normalized speed ratios from the WNW and S 990 
booms and (b) normalized turbulence intensity ratios from the WNW and S booms.  991 
Reference wind direction is taken from 80 m wind speed at A2 (tower outside of the wind 992 
farm).   993 
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 994 
FIG. 5. Wind-farm wake sectors for the A1 and A2 tall towers. Categories are for (i) 995 
wakes from the leading-edge turbines (south winds) <2km to the south of A1, “Single 996 
Wakes”, (ii) wakes from a composite of 50 turbines 2 to 14 km to the northwest of A1 997 
53 
designated as “Bulk Wakes”, (iii) un-waked flow “No-Wake”, and (iv) sector from which 998 
the meteorological tower wake may be influencing measurements, identified in Fig. 5 as 999 
“Tower wake area”.  1000 
 1001 
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 1004 
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 1007 
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 1010 
FIG. 6. Measured A1-A2 differences of the natural boundary layer vertical profiles for 1011 
periods of no turbine or no wind-farm influence (i.e. No-Wake) under neutral 1012 
stratification (|Ri|≤0.05 and |Ri|≤0.01) for (a) normalized horizontal wind speed (U/U120 1013 
m), (b) normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), (c) potential temperature (), and 1014 
(d) mixing ratio (r).  The estimated surface condition bias is plotted for normalized wind 1015 
speed and normalized turbulence intensity in panels (a) and (b).  Error bars indicate the 1016 
standard deviation of the differences. 1017 
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 1018 
FIG. 7. Measured A1-A2 (no-bias correction) differences of the natural boundary layer 1019 
vertical profiles for periods of no turbine or no wind-farm influence (i.e. No-Wake) 1020 
under non-neutral stratification for (a) normalized horizontal wind speed (U/U120 m), (b) 1021 
normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), (c) potential temperature (), and (d) 1022 
mixing ratio (r).  Neutral flow biases from Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b are added to panels (a) 1023 
and (b) for comparison. 1024 
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 1025 
FIG. 8. Measured difference departures from the surface condition bias of vertical profiles 1026 
between the wind-farm (A1) and outside the wind farm (A2) locations during neutral 1027 
stability conditions of Single Wakes (|Ri|≤0.05), Bulk Wakes (|Ri|≤0.05), and No-Wake 1028 
categories (|Ri|≤0.05 and |Ri|≤0.01) when turbines are ON for (a) normalized wind speed 1029 
(U/U120 m), (b) normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m),  (c) potential temperature 1030 
(), and (d) mixing ratio (r). 1031 
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 1032 
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FIG. 9. Measured difference departures from the surface-condition bias of vertical profiles 1033 
between the wind-farm (A1) and no-wind farm (A2) locations during conditions of Single 1034 
Wakes, Bulk Wakes, and No-Wake categories when turbines are ON for normalized wind 1035 
speed (U/U120 m), normalized turbulence intensity (TI/TI120 m), potential temperature 1036 
(), and mixing ratio (r) (a), (c), (e), (g) weakly stable stratification (0.05<Ri≤0.25); 1037 
and (b), (d), (f), (h) stable stratification (0.25<Ri≤1.0). 1038 
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 1047 
FIG. 10. Summary of wake influences within the below-rotor layer (BRL) and rotor-swept 1048 
layer (RSL) of single wakes and bulk wakes for typical neutral, unstable, and stable 1049 
conditions.  Brown two sided arrows denote no change of differences from no-wake 1050 
conditions, red upward arrows denote a positive effect by turbines, and blue downward 1051 
arrows denote a negative effect by turbines.  Thicker bolder outlining of arrows denotes a 1052 
stronger difference. 1053 
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